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Supporting when
the crisis strikes...
In this chapter you’ll find answers to…
• How do you begin to help when a crisis strikes?
• Who needs to know what’s happened?
• What information should be shared?
• What can you do when long distance is an issue?
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When Crisis Strikes…

Imagine…
The phone rings. Something terrible has happened to your
dearest friend. You are asked to come to the hospital right
away. You want to help, but you don’t know what you will find
when you get there, what you should take that will be helpful,
or what you should do.
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When the crisis hits—what to do first…
When the phone rings, delivering very bad news about a family member
or a close friend, time seems to just stop. Suddenly, all of your deadlines
and your hectic schedules may be forgotten. The initial shock can feel the
same regardless of whether the news is about a severe injury (auto accident,
work-related trauma, burn) or a severe sudden illness (heart attack, stroke,
devastating diagnosis).

Where is the crisis occurring?
We commonly think of a crisis occurring only at a hospital. However, a
crisis usually affects people in several different places all at the same time.
For example, with a terrible accident, someone may be whisked away to
the hospital emergency room, while the parents at home receive the
dreaded knock at the door, and the loving grandmother in another state
gets the news in a shocking phone call. All of these people have just been
hit by the same crisis and need help.

Sizing up the situation…
If you are one of the first at the scene (hospital, home, far away with
someone hearing the news), pause to assess what’s going on. Take a look
at the whole picture.

Ask yourself:
❖ Who is already at the scene? Who needs to be there? Sometimes it
isn’t the obvious. Sometimes, family members want a special person
(close personal friend, minister, spiritual leader) with them.

❖ Is anyone in charge? Maybe family members at the scene are totally
overwhelmed. They may not know what they need or where to start.
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Is anyone there thinking about what needs to be done or are they all
too upset?

❖ What has to be taken care of right way? Do kids need to be picked
up at the day care before it closes for the day? Does the dog need to
be let out or fed? Does someone need to be notified immediately
(work, school, team)? Do travel arrangements need to be made?

CARE
TIP

No matter what you find at the scene, it’s important to remain
calm and collected. If you’re too upset, find someone else who
will stay levelheaded. The family does not need to take care of
you during this difficult time.

What needs to be done right away?
A crisis takes everyone by surprise. Family members can be anywhere and
everywhere. A mother could be at the office, a dad out of town, the children
playing at a sport event, and the family pet cooped up in the home. A
crisis offers a chance to make a difference — to jump in and help right
away. Ask yourself, “What does this family need first? Do they have someone who is there and taking charge?”

If someone has “taken charge,”
then offer to assist.
❖ Assist the family spokesperson who is an obvious leader. This
person may have already begun to call family and friends, ordered in
food for hungry family members, made travel arrangements, and
found someone to get essential items from the home. Offer to help
in any way possible.
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R o n ’ s st o ry
Ron, your very close friend, has been severely injured in a construction
accident when a beam fell and knocked him out. He is now in a lengthy
surgery.
You arrive at the hospital to find the family in the surgical waiting room,
supporting Ron’s wife, Cindy. Cindy’s brother, Doug, is obviously in charge.
He has already notified all of the family members and ordered take-out
pizza for them all.
Though the needs of everyone at the hospital seem to be taken care of,
you know that Ron and Cindy have a dog, a cat, and two birds at home.
You offer to take care of the pets and anything else that might need
attention at home, leaving them to focus on Ron and the family’s needs at
the hospital.

If no one has “taken charge,” become the leader.
❖ Calm the anxious. When bad things happen, of course people are
going to be upset. Sometimes, they will just need the right person to
sit and listen to them and give them timely updates of the situation.
Or, they might want your help to send a family member or friend,
who may be kind but draining, on an errand.

❖ Sort through the chaos. Often family and friends will congregate
and be so distressed that they don’t know what to do next. In this
case, offer to organize help. Always get permission from a key family
member first.
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Example: “School is getting out soon. Someone needs to pick up

Susie. Would you be comfortable with me going to the
school to get her, or do you have another plan?”
Example: “It’s getting close to dinnertime and you have all been here

a long time. I would like to… (order some take-out food, get
someone to bring over a dinner, bring in some sandwiches
and fixings) for all of you so you don’t have to think about
it.” (See “Navigating the hospital maze” on page 35 for
other ways to help.)

❖ Gather vital family members or friends. Don’t make assumptions
that all of the “right folks” are there. In times of stress, people may
not necessarily look for support from a family member, but maybe
from someone who is a calming influence, a spiritual leader, or a
friend who has experienced a similar crisis. Ask.
◆

Let in-town family know. Close family members should be notified

carefully. Perhaps a child is at school, a wife is at work, or a parent
is coming home from work and will be unaware of what has
happened. Get input from the family to determine who will inform
family members and what will be said. Be sure a trusted family
member, a close friend, or a religious leader delivers the news
personally in case anyone becomes distraught.
CARE
TIP

Should you just assist the family or “take charge”? There is
a fine line between helping and intruding. What’s helpful for
one family may be seen as intrusive to another. Also, what
is helpful now might not be helpful down the road. It’s not
a matter of what’s right or wrong. It’s a matter of what fits for
the family at the time. If you are unsure, remember to ask first.
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Let out-of-town family know. In some situations, an immediate

family member may either live out of town or be out of town
temporarily (school, business, vacation). Likely, he or she will
become upset at the news and may need help making arrangements to get back home. If this is the case, try to find someone
compassionate (school official, chaplain, nurse, counselor, hotel
manager, police, fireman) who can either deliver the news or be
with them as they receive it by phone.
◆

Offer to drive or escort them if necessary. It is best that distraught

family members not drive immediately after receiving shocking
news. They may not be able to drive safely or to find an unfamiliar
hospital, especially if it’s dark out. Out-of-town close family
members may need someone to help make travel arrangements
and even escort them.

❖ Ask if there is anything the person or family wants done immediately.
What’s first on their list is most important. Maybe they have concerns
or responsibilities you wouldn’t have even thought about or known
about (carpool arrangements, commitments at work, pet care).

❖ Determine if the children need care. Find out where the children
are. Do they need to be picked up or taken somewhere? Is someone
carpooling them home? Will someone be home waiting for them
if you cannot contact the driver? If young children are at the hospital,
do they need to be entertained or taken to a waiting room? For
some families, children can be a comfort in the midst of a crisis; for
others, they are not. Children often are forgotten when a crisis is
under way.
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C l e m ’ s st o ry
Clem, a friend from Rotary Club, had a stroke this afternoon. You head over
to the hospital to check on him and to see if there’s anything you can do.
You meet his aging mother, Judy, who came by taxi as soon as she heard.
Clem will be in intensive care for quite some time and can only have close
family visitors. Since Judy won’t leave the ICU area, you go down to the
cafeteria to get her something to eat.
Before you go, you ask Judy if there is anything else she needs done right
away. She says she would love to have her good friend, Sarah, wait with
her, but Sarah doesn’t drive. You offer to pick her up.
Judy also remembers that she forgot to bring along her blood pressure
medication that she takes twice a day. When you pick up Sarah, you’ll also
stop by Judy’s house to get her medication.

Be sure to:
◆

Entertain the children. Little ones might get fidgety out of bore-

dom or from the tension they absorb from the adults. Consider
just playing quiet games with them, telling them stories, or just
holding them. Never take the children out of the parents’ sight
without a parent’s permission.
◆

Provide any necessary transportation. If the children have lessons,

practices, or activities that the parents want continued during
this stressful time, offer to get them there. Again, no one should
take the children without a parent’s permission.

Supporting when the crisis strikes...
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Find safe childcare. Small children are not usually allowed in

emergency, surgical, or intensive care areas. Also, family members
may not be able to focus on caring for children at this time. If this
is the case, call a person of the family’s choosing to care for them.
◆

Explain the circumstances to the children. If the immediate

family members can’t talk to the children at this time, perhaps
they would like another relative or other trusted adult to tell the
kids what has happened. Again, always get a parent’s permission
as well as his or her input about what should be said.

A n n e ’ s st o ry
Your coworker, Anne, was so excited about the upcoming birth of her third
child. When the baby started having trouble during labor, Anne had an
emergency C-section and delivered a baby girl with many birth defects.
She and her husband, Jim, had planned to bring the other children to
see the new baby and for him to take care of them while Anne was in the
hospital.
Given the circumstances, Jim wants to stay with Anne now. You offer to take
care of the other two children until Anne comes home from the hospital.

CARE
TIP

Encourage children to use other outlets (draw pictures, write
letters, create cards, play catch, go for a walk, go out to eat
and talk, tell stories about the injured or sick person, pray)
to deal with their fears and their grief. Only do this with a
parent’s permission.
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❖ Ask if family members and friends at the scene need food or beverages.
Because they are numbed by the crisis, they may not realize how long
it has been since they have had anything to eat or drink. Family and
close friends need to be encouraged to eat well and to drink plenty
of fluids during a time of crisis to keep up their strength.
◆

In a hospital, water, juice, tea, coffee, or hot chocolate is sometimes

free and available in the waiting rooms. If not, pick up something
on your way to the hospital or buy drinks from the cafeteria or
vending machines. Ideally, you have brought snack items with you.
(See “Feeding the body and soul” on page 165 for more ideas.)
◆

At home, just routinely offer beverages and healthy snacks. If the

pantry is empty, ask someone to make a quick run to the store,
or arrange for food delivery.
CARE
TIP

Divide up the work. Determine which person is best suited for
each job (care for kids, run errands, stay with the patient or
family members, get items from the family home). Always get
suggestions from the family.

❖ Ask if family members need a break. Check to see how long they
have been there.
◆

In the hospital, offer to stay with the sick person or stay in the

waiting room awaiting news while family members leave for a
bit. Sometimes just a short break (bathroom, cafeteria, walk
around the block) makes all the difference.
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CARE
TIP

In surgical or critical care waiting rooms, family members may
be hesitant to leave for fear they will miss an important update
about their loved one. Sometimes, they are so upset, they
feel they cannot eat. Offer to stay while they take a break,
assuring them that you will locate them immediately if anything
happens or if a health-care professional wants to speak to them. Or, consider
bringing in small portions of easy-to-eat snacks if they have no appetite at
the moment.

◆

At home, family members will still need breaks. Offer to take

over for a while (answer phones, greet visitors at the door, tend
to the sick family member) while the caregiver takes a break
(takes a nap, has a bit of privacy, handles business affairs, makes
phone calls).

❖ Does the patient or family need items from home? In an emergency,
people are not going to have their important items with them (medication, contacts case, eye glasses, toothbrush, comb). Offer to pick up
these supplies from the patient’s or family’s home. (See “Personal
Items Checklist For Helpers Staying Overnight” on page 41.) Since
someone may have to go through personal drawers or cabinets, be
sure the family trusts the person going into the home.

❖ Is anyone caring for the family pets? During a crisis, pets are often
forgotten. But, remember, for many people, pets are their only
companions and are beloved members of the family. Be sure someone
is in charge of caring for them. Some pets will need frequent and
immediate care; others can go unattended for a day or two.
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Who else needs to know?
Letting in-town people know…
In the midst of a crisis, it’s easy to forget that others who work or frequently
play with the individual or family may need to know what’s happened.
Remember to contact them.

❖ Employers (including the teenager’s job)
❖ Neighbors
❖ Insurance company
❖ Child-care facility
❖ School
❖ Church
❖ Sports teams
❖ Business clients
❖ Business associates
See form “Letting People Know” on page 303.

Letting out-of-town people know…
Sometimes, it’s the folks who live far away who can provide the most support
for the patient or family. With our mobile world, most of us still stay in touch
with others who live in distant places. Don’t forget to tell them because they
will want to know and can sometimes be a huge support even from far away.

❖ Relatives
❖ Friends

Supporting when the crisis strikes...
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Find someone who is willing to loan a pre-paid phone card, a cell
phone with unlimited minutes, or a computer for Internet calls.
Perhaps someone is linked to a company or organization that
can arrange for the family to use a free long distance telephone
line temporarily.

❖ Business associates
❖ Business clients
❖ Old neighbors
❖ Previous church family members
❖ Previous schools

What should be told?
If the family has asked you to spread the word, you will need to gather some
important information. Get the key facts, not all of the nonessential details.
Be sure to write everything down so you can give the same information to
everyone.

Getting the key facts…
❖ What happened? People you have been asked to notify and those
who wish to help will want to know what has happened. Prepare to
give a simple and clear explanation.

❖ General condition of patient if known (conscious, unconscious, in
surgery) Remember, immediate details may not be available and they
are not necessary to get help started.
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❖ Name of hospital Due to the nature or severity of the injury or if the
emergency room is crowded, the sick or injured may be taken to a
different hospital than anticipated.

❖ Location of hospital Often hospitals have numerous sites. Get the
address of the specific location.
CARE
TIP

Even if details about the crisis are still sketchy, it’s still possible
to get the ball rolling and to get help on its way. You may be
asked lots of questions, but unless specifically directed by the
family, don’t share details.

❖ Phone number in hospital where calls may be received Ask the staff
at the hospital where incoming calls can be received. Cell phones are
often not allowed in a hospital due to sensitive equipment. Check first.

Sharing only the basics…
❖ Keep explanations simple. For example,
◆

“There was a car accident. John has many serious injuries and is
in surgery. We’ll know more later.”

◆

“He had a stroke and now is paralyzed on the left side. He’s in the
Intensive Care Unit.”

◆

“The baby was born with many birth defects and is having trouble
breathing. They moved her to the Intensive Care Nursery.”

Supporting when the crisis strikes...
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M a t t ’ s st o ry
Matt, a 35-year-old plumber and father of three young children, was on a
job when he suffered a severe heart attack. He was not found right away,
and was unconscious but still breathing when he was rushed by ambulance
to the main city hospital.
His wife, Joan, calls you and is obviously very distraught. When you arrive
at the hospital to support her, you ease her burden by agreeing to tell
family and close friends about Matt’s condition.
So that you don’t forget to tell folks the essential information, you make
a list of who needs to be notified and the basic important facts you want
to tell them. Before calling anyone, you show Joan what you’ve written so
she can check it over and make changes.
She also asks that Betty, a neighbor and close friend, pick up the three kids
from school and day care. However, Joan wants be the one who tells her
children the seriousness of their dad’s condition. She asks that Betty only
tell the kids that their dad got sick at work and had to go to the hospital.

◆

“She has died of a massive heart attack. We will notify you about
services or receptions and let you know how you can help once
the family has had time to make decisions.”

❖ What do you do when people press you for more information?
Inevitably someone will ask for more information than you should
share. Plan ahead how to handle this situation. Consider saying,
“That’s all we know for right now. The family will tell us all more later.”
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A m a n d a ’ s st o ry
Amanda, a sixteen year old, committed suicide. Sandy, her mother, is
heartbroken. As her closest coworker, Sandy wants your help telling the
sad news and asks you to make all the necessary calls. You begin by
finding out from Sandy who needs to be notified, both in-town and outof-town.
The hardest part for Sandy is deciding what she wants people to know.
As you talk together, Sandy finally decides to tell the least amount of
information to the folks in town, as she really has no close ties with any
of them.
When you call Sandy’s work to tell them that Sandy’s daughter has died,
the boss is shocked, wants to help, and also wants to know more details.
You say, “That’s all I know for now. I will get back to you when I know more
about a service and burial arrangements.”

❖ Welcome all offers to help. When you notify people about the
situation, many will ask how they can help. Be ready with suggestions
and sign them up immediately! Perhaps they can help get kids to
activities, house out-of-town family members who are coming to the
hospital, or fire up their ovens and start baking.

How to help when the crisis is
happening out of town…
Every crisis has ripple effects. With every local crisis, there will likely be
some people living far away who will need support. It might be a parent
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who needs to get to the bedside of his or her college student who has been
in an accident. Perhaps a dear friend is asked to travel to another state to
give the eulogy at a memorial service. Maybe a grandmother is needed to
care for her grandchildren so the parents can be free to attend to a very
sick child in the hospital.
When most people get the dreaded phone call that something bad has
happened, they stop everything. Their only worry is to get to the scene
where they are needed.
Find out if folks who live out of town need help making travel arrangements.
Ask if they also need help with things at home (tending to animals, turning
lights on and off, picking up newspapers, bringing in the mail) while they
are gone. If folks are physically unable to leave, they will need support right
where they are.

Getting folks to the scene…
Make emergency long distance travel arrangements. Investigate schedules
and prices by phone or Internet. Find out about emergency rates. Assist the
person in making final arrangements since they will likely be distracted.

❖ Connect with someone at the scene who can help with out-of-town
arrangements. Is there a friend or neighbor at the scene who is willing

to help answer questions or make arrangements for in-coming family
and friends?

Find someone who will:
◆

Arrange for pickup or transportation once they arrive at their
destination. Perhaps by talking with the family, friends, or

neighbors at the scene, you can find someone to meet them at the
airport, train, or bus station.
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◆

Suggest housing/motel arrangements. Perhaps neighbors or

friends, hearing of the problem, will offer their home or find
someone else who can assist with a place to stay. Or, they will
likely know about a nearby motel that will be clean, safe, and
convenient.

❖ Get them packed and ready to go. With our busy lives, most of us
wouldn’t have our clothes ready to go. So, in an emergency, it might
seem impossible to get packed and out the door. Help with the tasks
that will make packing easy.
◆

Wash clothes. With permission, wash and dry the essentials,

anything that needs to be packed.
◆

Run to the dry cleaners. If they request a special outfit that

needs dry cleaning, look for 1-hour service.
◆

Clean and polish shoes. This small detail could be important in

some families, especially if there’s a chance that he or she will
need to attend a funeral.
◆

Borrow clothes appropriate for a memorial service. Sometimes,

people will say that they don’t have an outfit or accessories (suit,
dress, ties, dark shoes and socks) that are appropriate for a memorial
service or funeral. You might call around to friends who are willing
to loan an item or two. Don’t forget to find clothes for the children
who will be attending the service as well.

❖ Help them get “out the door.” Call a taxi for them or drive them to
the airport. Sometimes, a friendly face bringing reliable support can
be such a warm comfort.
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❖ Escort them, if necessary. Some people (elderly, frail, disabled) have
a difficult time negotiating an airport, train station, or bus depot. They
may need assistance getting a wheelchair, finding the right departure
gate, getting to connecting flights, or using public restrooms. Offer
to travel with them or arrange for an escort.

Taking care of things while they are gone…
❖ Care for the animals. This might mean running the pets to a kennel
at the owner’s request or you tending to them.

M a b e l ’ s st o ry
Mabel, a 76-year-old woman, gets word that her adult son has been in a
terrible car accident. She is devastated and does not know what to do first.
Sarah, her friend, knows that Mabel needs someone to stay with her, help
her make emergency travel arrangements, and help pack. Sarah gets on the
phone with the airline, explains the situation, and makes a reservation for
the next morning. She also arranges for a wheelchair and special assistance
to help her maneuver through the large airport. Sarah calls the son’s best
friend and he arranges to have someone meet Mabel at the airport. He also
says that he’ll be sure she’s well taken care of while she’s there.
With Mabel in tears, Sarah helps her sort out what she will need to take
with her. She starts washing a load of laundry and makes a list of things
Mabel will need to find and pack.
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❖ Make calls to inform people. When someone has to leave right away,
he or she probably won’t have time to notify folks (work, family,
friends, carpool drivers).

❖ Assure them that their home will be cared for. To prevent break-ins,
make the house look lived in. Either do it yourself or find help to:

Either do it yourself or find help to:
◆

Water the indoor plants.

◆

Turn lights on in the evening.

◆

Shovel the snow-covered walks.

◆

Collect the mail and newspapers.

◆

Mow the grass.

◆

Rake the leaves.

Supporting those unable to leave…
❖ Stay and keep them company. Offer to stay at the home until another
friend arrives to relieve you.

❖ Call a religious leader or close friend. Contact these people and get
support going.

❖ Offer something to eat and drink. If the person is very upset, be sure
to pay attention to the basics. Provide a simple meal.
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❖ Ask about medications. Sad and upset people may forget to take
routine medications. Remind them.

❖ Contact people at the scene for the latest updates. It may take
someone levelheaded to stay in contact and gather information.

Note to helpers…
To be sure all of your support is truly kind,
take a look at Chapter 6, “Caring without offending”
and Chapter 7, “What to say, what not to say.”
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Now imagine…
Sirens blare as rescue workers enter your older neighbor’s
apartment.
Mrs. Alvarez has had a severe heart attack, is unconscious,
and is being taken to the nearest hospital.
Although you don’t know her well, you have chatted with
Mrs. Alvarez frequently when you have seen her in the hall.
Other than that, you are pretty sure she has been alone and
has no close relatives or friends.
You know that the apartment manager will close the apartment
and take care of the mail. However, he says that he doesn’t
know what to do about her pet bird. You offer to take the bird
to your place until she returns.
When you call the hospital for an update of her condition,
you hear that Mrs. Alvarez is being transferred from the
Cardiac Care Unit to a semi-private room. You decide to visit
her to let her know that you are caring for her bird, Pete.
Mrs. Alvarez seems so grateful for your visit and that you are
looking after Pete. When you return, the nurse comments
about how often Mrs. Alvarez has mentioned your kind visit.
You really hadn’t realized how meaningful such a small
gesture could be.
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Or imagine…
1
No one expected Jenny, who is only 41, to have a stroke. She is
the wife of your husband’s best friend. Your families have
been closely tied for years as the men serve on the same fire
department, and you both have children around the same age.
When you arrive at the hospital, John, one of the off-duty firemen, is already organizing help at the hospital. Since your
families are so close, he’s counting on you to pick up the kids and
to keep them until the grandmother arrives from out of town.

Or imagine this…
Your friend Carol’s son, Mack, broke his neck playing football
this afternoon. He’s taken by ambulance to the hospital and
you and Carol follow behind in your car. Mack is in the ER,
will undergo some important tests, and will be taken to surgery.
They fear he may be permanently paralyzed.
Carol is single and her parents live out of state. As her closest
friend, you know that you need to jump in to organize help.
You know the football booster club folks will be anxious to do
whatever they can. You even figure that the football players
can help, too.
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First off, you need to find someone to take care of Jared, Mack’s
little brother. You’re hoping that he can stay at his friend’s
house for a few days. You call to arrange care for Jared.
You ask the coach to coordinate a few players on the team to
pick up the newspapers each morning, pick up the mail, and
shovel the walk.
Since Carol will be staying with Mack continuously, you ask
the president of the booster club to find someone to organize
meals to be brought in to the hospital.
You need to go into work Monday through Friday, so you
make sure someone is staying with Carol to support her. You
stop in after work each day for as long as you can and make
sure the help keeps on coming.

